Adverse drug events in children during hospitalization and after discharge in a Norwegian university hospital.
The frequency and characteristics of adverse drug events (ADEs) in children hospitalized in the paediatric department of Ullevaal University Hospital, Norway, were determined using intensive monitoring. Of 579 children treated with drugs, 28% experienced ADEs; 7% at the time of admission, 18% during hospitalization and 9% after discharge. All children treated for cancer, 19% treated with anti-infective drugs, 15% treated with antiasthmatics and 10% treated with drugs affecting the nervous system experienced ADEs. The most frequent events were gastrointestinal, CNS- and skin reactions and 19% were considered as serious. ADEs caused 6% of the admissions and 44% required interventions. Most ADEs were found by screening patient records, where physicians mostly described adverse drug events requiring interventions and nurses described less serious events. Parents reported 14% of the events, of which a majority were CNS reactions. CNS reactions may be more common than expected and observations by parents are important when investigating such reactions in children. ADEs, mainly gastrointestinal, CNS and skin reactions related to drugs affecting the nervous system, anti-infectives and antiasthmatics, were seen in 28% of the patients. The reporting of events by parents was a useful supplement to the screening of patient records.